Informatics in action: lessons learned in comparative effectiveness research.
Comparative effectiveness research (CER) is meant to provide evidence about the relative risks and benefits of different treatment options. It is gaining visibility as a tool to address the evidence gaps that clinicians struggle with every day; however, CER is particularly challenging in oncology as there is great variability in how individuals respond to interventions, and a wide range of drugs and procedures are available. In order to overcome these obstacles and conduct reliable CER studies, it is critical to create a robust data infrastructure to support it.The Center for Medical Technology Policy held its first annual CER Summit in November 2010, with a particular focus on oncology. A number of critical informatics themes emerged including the need for consistent data standards, registry reform, tools to assist trial accrual, and data to integrate into value deliberations. Addressing the data issues highlighted in this report will provide a significant opportunity to improve the health of our medical system.